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Abstract. On many roads in rural and mountainous areas, the cellular
network connectivity is intermittent and dead spots, i.e., zones without
any coverage, are frequent. In previous work, we developed a data dis-
semination protocol to accelerate the transmission of messages in dead
spots. It combines the cellular network with short-living ad-hoc networks
between vehicles. A car in a dead spot can forward messages directed to-
wards the environment, to the peer in its ad-hoc network that will leave
the dead spot first, effectively reducing the delay. An issue, however, is
to reliably identify the peer that is most likely the first one regaining
cellular network coverage. This problem can be solved if the borders of
the dead spot, the vehicles are in, are previously known. For that, we use
a novel technology named dead spot prediction. Here, vehicles conduct
local connectivity measurements that are aggregated to so-called con-
nectivity maps describing the locations of dead spots on a road system.
In this article, we introduce the combination of the data dissemination
protocol with dead spot prediction. Particularly, our protocol is amended
such that connectivity maps are considered when deciding which vehicle
leaves a dead spot first. Since currently only few publicly available works
about dead spot prediction exist, we further created a prototype of such
a predictor ourselves that will be discussed as well.
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1 Introduction

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) in the automotive sector rely on network
connectivity. The so-called vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication is usu-
ally carried out using cellular networks [17]. Thanks to the emerging 5G technol-
ogy, even the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, i.e., interactions between
cars, will be partially handled by cellular networks as well [13].

A problem of communication based on cellular networks, however, is the
varying network coverage. In real life, we regularly come across dead spots,
i.e., areas without sufficient cellular network connectivity. Dead spots can be
particularly found in sparsely populated areas since the cell tower infrastructure
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is often driven by the number of people living in an area [10]. Also mountainous
terrain makes the network coverage frail as mountains and hills tend to cause
echoes deteriorating the radio reception [4]. Own tests showed that the size of
dead spots in very remote areas like the Australian Outback can be really large
and extend hundreds of kilometers (see [14]).

To mitigate the effect of dead spots, we developed a data dissemination proto-
col for the transport of data from vehicles to the fixed infrastructure [14]. When
vehicles have no cellular network access, they build ephemeral ad-hoc networks
with other cars in their area. If one of the peers in such an ad-hoc network
also has cellular network access, it can relay the messages of the other network
members. If all peers are in the dead spot, the messages are forwarded to the
vehicle that most likely regains cellular network connectivity first. Thus, it can
send the messages earlier than its peers, and the overall transmission process is
accelerated. We developed a prototypical application based on WiFi Direct [22].

A problem to be solved by the data dissemination protocol, is to find out
which vehicle in an ad-hoc network has the highest probability to leave the dead
spot first. In the original version, we select the car that lost cellular network
access first since, assuming similar average speeds, it is supposed to be also the
first one having crossed the dead spot [14]. This approach is easy to realize since
we only need local connectivity measurements in the vehicles. However, it tends
to be coarse since vehicles may have different speeds and can take varying routes.
To overcome this weakness, we combine the data dissemination protocol with
dead spot prediction. In this approach, so-called connectivity maps [20] describ-
ing dead spot areas are used. These maps inform the vehicles about the cellular
network connectivity on their way. Then, they can adapt their communication
accordingly (see [2, 8, 21]).

Since we could not find any dead spot predictors and connectivity map gen-
erators, we created our own prototype [11]. In this article, we sketch this devel-
opment and discuss that one can infer from the testing results that dead spot
prediction will be scalable. Moreover, we present the amendment of the data
dissemination protocol such that the decision, which car in an ad-hoc vehicu-
lar network shall relay the messages, indeed incorporates aggregated dead spot
prediction information.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we report on patents for connec-
tivity prediction systems and some other related work. Thereafter, we sketch the
prototype for dead spot prediction and discuss results of experimenting with it in
Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we introduce the data dissemination protocol. The extension
of the protocol is described in Sect. 5 followed by a conclusion.

2 Related Work

Several patents provide evidence that the automotive industry has significant
interest in dead spot prediction. In [8], Bosch has a distributed architecture
patented in which vehicles compute dead spot elongations locally by conducting
connectivity measurements. Then they transmit the local data to a central server
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that forwards it to other vehicles. Using the dead spot elongation data from other
cars, a vehicle can decide if it needs to start a dead spot mitigation strategy.
That is necessary to handle wireless applications that will not be completed when
reaching the next dead spot. A similar architecture is patented by Ford [21].
The authors, however, sketch only shortly that they use a remote server but
concentrate on the system layout in the vehicles. In particular, they define the
structure of the dead spot prediction information that is realized by special
connectivity maps [20]. In contrast, IBM does not mention a central server in
its patent [2]. Instead, a mobile device takes current and historic wireless service
data as well as general information about the environment (e.g., the presence
of tunnels) into consideration. Using intelligent learning systems, these data are
analyzed and aggregated to a predictive model anticipating dead spots.

Also dead spot mitigation strategies are protected. Bosch [16] and IBM [2]
patented improvements for streaming services used in cars. Before reaching a
dead spot, additional streaming data is transmitted and locally stored in the
vehicle. This extra data is played while the vehicle passes the dead spot. Further,
IBM has a way to ease the interruption of phone calls in dead spots patented [18].
The user is notified about the reason and the duration of the interruption, and
the phone call is automatically reconnected after leaving the dead spot.

Another aspect of our work is about using hybrid systems combining cellular
and vehicular networks. They are applied for various purposes (see, e.g., [12])
but, except for our own work, we only found one other approach utilizing them
for dead spot mitigation. Eltahir et al. [5] use vehicles as relay stations such that
a car in a dead spot may transmit messages via a number of other vehicles until
reaching one that has cellular network access. In contrast to our approach [14],
however, they neither allow to store data in vehicles nor to utilize their directions
and positions in a dead spot. Therefore this approach can mitigate only smaller
dead spots that contain sufficient traffic. For instance, in the Australian Outback
where traffic is low and the dead spot size huge, this approach would not work.

3 Building Connectivity Maps

Our own prototypical dead spot predictor [11] uses an architecture close to the
one patented by Bosch [8]. It extends, however, the functionality of the central
server that not only forwards data received by the vehicles but also aggregates
them to a connectivity map. The vehicles are provided with excerpts of this map
containing dead spot predictions relevant to them. In this way, a vehicle does
not need to aggregate the data from several other cars itself.

Local connectivity may change over time, for instance, due to network con-
gestion, differing network use, or a breakdown in the cellular infrastructure
(see [15]). The central server application therefore needs to constantly process
incoming connectivity data. Further, newer data should be weighted higher than
older one to keep the connectivity maps up-to-date.

Our prototype uses Android devices in the vehicles to collect cellular net-
work statistics but one can also use other connectivity sensor techniques as long
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the dead spot prediction prototype.

as the transmitted data follows the expected format. The sensed connectivity
parameters include round-trip time, signal strength, jitter ratio, and packet loss.
They can easily be extended in future versions if necessary. Each data point
also includes the current GPS position where the measurement was taken. After
receiving this information from various sources, the server continuously aggre-
gates it into connectivity maps. The vehicles can then request information about
upcoming dead spots from the server. This is shown in Fig. 1.

All client measurements taken inside a geographical area with a diameter
of 50 meters are conjoined. The central server aggregates the corresponding
data points to a connectivity value for each geographical area. It applies special
functions that reflect the particular needs of the applications for which a cellular
network connection is used. For instance, the jitter ratio is more important
when videos are streamed than when a text document is downloaded. Since a
connectivity map is composed of the connectivity values in the geographical
areas, the server produces separate maps for the different aggregation functions.

To receive a connectivity map, a vehicle provides the central server with its
planned route, e.g., from the route guidance system. In our prototype, we use
the format of the Google Directions API [6]. Moreover, the vehicle selects the
desired aggregation function. The server then sends the connectivity map ex-
cerpt as a list of geographical area markers (including their coordinates), each
referring to an area where a dead spot starts resp. ends, as well as the dead spot
lengths. Two such excerpts are depicted in Fig. 2 where colored dots describe
the connectivity values of the geographical areas. The greenish color of a dot
refers to good connectivity in the represented area, while yellowish shows inter-
mediate and reddish bad coverage. Missing dots indicate tunnels in which no
GPS measurements can be taken. The excerpts reveal the following dead spots:

– On the route depicted in Fig. 2a, a dead spot can be found between the
geographical areas 4072 and 4073 which are 977 meter apart. The tunnel in
this region is probably the reason for the dead spot.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Excerpts of a connectivity map from the Lofoten region in Norway.

– On the route shown in Fig. 2b, there is a dead spot between areas 2488 and
2494. It’s length is 661 meters. Also here, tunnels seem to be the reason.

– Another dead spot on the route in Fig. 2b is between the areas 2518 and
2519. It has a length of 642 meters.

In our tests, we merged all measurements for geographical areas with an
extent of 50 meters. Moreover, we took a sample every 250 ms such that a car
running with 80 km/h produces nine data points in an area. Using this procedure,
we collected more than 130,000 samples from two different locations in Norway
over a couple of months. About 100,000 points were collected in the rural and
highly mountainous location Lofoten, e.g., those shown in Fig. 2. The rest of
the data points came from Trondheim, Norway’s third largest city. We further
added 3,334 data points collected in the context of earlier work about cellular
network connectivity in the surroundings of Trondheim [15]. The size needed to
store the data is about 30 Mb, which in the modern database world is tiny.

The 130,000 data points can be aggregated on a standard personal computer
within a second. Here, the efficiency is ensured using a spatial database extender
in the underlying database management system with support for geographical
objects. This tool makes it possible to determine geographical proximity for
thousands of locations in few milliseconds [11]. Since the application has to pair
the GPS coordinates of each measurement point with an area in the database,
the overall computation costs are significantly reduced.

However, only three different vehicles were used to produce this amount of
data. In a real-world, large scale environment, millions of data points would be
produced every day. To get a better understanding if the dead spot prediction
approach is scalable, we projected our findings to the overall road traffic in
Norway. The results of this analysis will be discussed in the following.

In 2018, motor vehicles in Norway ran around 46 billion kilometers [19]. We
could not find information about the average speed of these cars, but detected
similar data from the United Kingdom [3]. The average free flow speed of all
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cars there was 35 mph in 2012 which corresponds to 56.3 km/h. Since the share
of motorways in Norway is only around half as large as in the UK and there are
more mountainous roads, the average speed will most likely be lower. Thus, we
assume an average speed value of 50 km/h: Then the motor vehicles in Norway
ran 920 million hours in 2018. Using a sample rate of 250 ms, they could produce
up to 13.248 trillion data points in that year. If a data center stores all these
samples, e.g., to be able to consider long-term connectivity changes, and a data
point is represented by 256 bytes, the overall storage size needed is around 3.4
petabytes. A larger data center should be able to handle this.

In contrast to the solution suggested by Bosch [8], we aggregate the data
for geographical areas with an elongation of 50 meters which will save memory.
Since the road system in Norway covers 93,870 km [7], one has to keep at most
1,877,400 areas. Using a kilobyte to represent the data of one area, the overall
storage size will be just around 1.9 gigabytes.

The price for this more concise way to store the data, however, is that we
need to aggregate incoming data points into the connectivity values of the areas.
This causes more processing effort than just storing the data. Projecting our
experience, that we can aggregate 130,000 data points within a second, to the
13.248 trillion data points, that the cars in Norway could have theoretically
produced in 2018, the overall computation time for aggregations will be 102
million seconds on a single PC. That is around 3.2 years such that, according
to [1], the distribution of the process on 11 or 12 parallel running computers
should be sufficient.

Finally, we have to look on the data transmission. To send 3.4 petabytes
from the vehicles to the central server in the course of a year, affords a data
transmission rate of around 820 GBit/s for the whole country. According to
the fact that 5G will offer 10 GBit/s for a single connection, we consider this
amount as doable. The use of compression mechanisms will alleviate the data
transmission further.

Altogether, even considering the case that all cars in Norway participate in
the dead spot prediction whenever they run, the approach seems scalable.

4 Data Dissemination Protocol

To reduce the waiting time for message transmissions between vehicles and their
fixed infrastructure in areas where the cellular network coverage is weak, we
developed a special data dissemination protocol [14]. In addition to the commu-
nication between vehicles and the infrastructure (V2I) via a cellular network, it
uses short-lived ad-hoc vehicular networks (VANET) between close-by vehicles.
Applying the ad-hoc network in areas in which the cellular network connectivity
is low, a message can be forwarded to a vehicle which is either out of the dead
spot or will likely leave it earlier than the message initiator such that the delivery
of the message can be expedited.

The prototype, also introduced in [14], uses Android devices in the vehicles
that support WiFi Direct technology [22]. In particular, the WiFi Peer-to-Peer
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Fig. 3. Steps executed by the data dissemination protocol.

framework (WiFiP2P) was applied to implement WiFi Direct (see also [9]). Be-
sides the fact that Android devices are very common, they allow us to exploit
the immense capabilities of the Android OS. For instance, convenient methods
to access signal strength measurements and local IP addresses are offered. As
discussed below, these are features important for the realization of the protocol.

In the prototype, we use the signal strength to evaluate the cellular network
coverage. That can, however, be easily extended to other forms of measurements,
e.g., by applying the aggregation functions discussed in Sect. 3. If its current
signal strength is below a certain threshold indicating the proximity of a dead
spot, a vehicle tries to connect with other ones in its vicinity to form an ad-hoc
network. If such a network can be established, the peers in it exchange their IP
addresses, current signal strengths, and, if they lost cellular network coverage,
the points in time, when that happened. This data is locally stored at the peers
and utilized in the various steps of our protocol that are depicted in Fig. 3.

In the first protocol step, a peer vehs which initiates the transmission of
a message to the fixed environment, checks if its mobile network coverage is
sufficient. If that is the case, the message is directly sent via the cellular network.
Otherwise, vehs tests if it is already part of an ad-hoc network. If it is not, it
simply holds the message and the procedure is executed again when the peer
either joins an ad-hoc network or leaves the dead spot.

If vehs already belongs to an ad-hoc network while it is in a dead spot, it
checks by using the locally stored signal strength information of its peers, if any
of those has sufficient cellular network coverage. If this is the case, vehs sends
the message to the peer vehb which has the best signal strength value. Then,
vehb forwards the message immediately via the cellular network.

If no peer has coverage, the message is sent to the one which presumably will
leave the dead spot first in order to achieve a message delivery at the earliest
opportunity. In the solution presented in [14], vehs compares the points of time,
the peers entered the dead spot, and transmits its message to vehicle vehl that
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is already longest in it. As discussed in Sect. 5, we assume that all vehicles have
around the same speed on the mostly small and mountainous roads where many
dead spots occur. In consequence, vehl, which entered the dead spot first, will
likely be also the first one leaving it. If vehs itself has been longer in the dead
spot than all the other members of the ad-hoc network, it holds the message
since it will probably be the first one regaining connectivity.

A special case is a vehicle stopping in the dead spot. In this case, it informs
its peers and transfers the stored messages to other vehicles. If the stopping
vehicle is not a partner in an ad-hoc network, it tries to establish a new one as
long as it still stores messages in order to pass them to a peer still moving.

In [14], we also discuss the evaluation of the protocol implementation on
Android devices using WiFiP2P. The most time-critical scenario for message
handovers between cars is if they run in opposite directions. Since the range of
WiFiDirect-based networks is around 200 meters, building an ad-hoc connection,
carrying out the protocol, and transmitting messages have to be completed in 6.5
seconds if both vehicles have a speed of 110 km/h. If the cars run with 80 km/h
each, the data exchange has to be accomplished in nine seconds while it is 14.4
seconds for vehicles with 50 km/h. According to our test cases, the likelihood
to complete the building of the ad-hoc network and the message handover in
6.5 seconds is 71%, while 97% of all trials were successfully carried out in nine
seconds and all tests within 14.4 seconds. So, our example implementation seems
to be reliable for cars with a speed of up to 80 km/h. But also for a speed of
110 km/h, it seems solid since, when an exchange with another vehicle fails, the
sender can retry it with the next one. The likelihood that a message handover
is successful in one of the first three trials is 98% when all participating vehicles
have a speed of 110 km/h.

5 Updating the Data Dissemination Protocol

In our original approach [14], the decision to transmit data to the vehicle that
has entered the dead spot first, rests on two assumptions: The first one is that
the size of a dead spot is about the same for all vehicles. Here, we suppose that
the cars use the same cellular network technology and that the network operators
apply similar connectivity optimization strategies such that the extents of the
dead spots are alike. The second assumption states that all vehicles have similar
average speeds while passing it. This is based on the fact that many roads in
rural and mountainous terrain, where dead spots are most prevalent, are minor.
On this kind of roads, the speeds of the vehicles are often limited by the road
quality and not their own driving characteristics. For two reasons, however, this
assumption is often imprecise:

1. There can be road crossings in a dead spot. Then, we compare vehicles that
possibly take different routes such that the times, they are in a dead spot, can
heavily vary. For instance, the red motorcycle in Fig. 4a forwards its messages
to the yellow car since that is already longer in the dead spot than its peers.
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(a) Original protocol (b) Updated protocol

Fig. 4. Behavior of the data dissemination protocol in dead spots with intersections.

(a) Original protocol (b) Updated protocol

Fig. 5. Behavior of the data dissemination protocol in dead spots with vehicles running
at different speeds.

Due to its turn, however, the yellow car has to cover a greater distance in
the dead spot than the blue one which regains connectivity earlier.

2. Roads are usually used by different types of motor vehicles which may run
with significant speed differences, e.g., when heavy trucks have to overcome
steep climbs. This is depicted in Fig. 5a, where the motorcycle reaches the
end of the dead spot earlier than the truck since the latter one is very slow.
Nevertheless, since the truck is longer in the dead spot, the motorcycle falsely
passes its messages to it.

Applying connectivity maps can alleviate these problems since that allows
us to predict the time points, at which the vehicles reach the dead spot borders,
more precisely. To get such a time estimate, we use connectivity map excerpts
for computing both, the distance to the end of the dead spot and the predicted
average speed.

To calculate the distance to the dead spot boundary, the current GPS location
of the vehicle and the projected route are taken from the route guidance system,
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e.g., in the format given by the Google Directions API [6]. Further, the end point
of the dead spot is retrieved from the connectivity map excerpt and the length
of the way to this point is computed.

Determining the average speed is more subtle since it depends on several
structural factors. One solution is to apply a pre-defined general average speed
value for the vehicle class and the type of road used. While this proceeding is
still relatively coarse, we can at least distinguish different types of vehicles, e.g.,
passenger cars, motorcycles, and trucks.

Following the ideas proposed by IBM [2], one can alternatively utilize historic
information, e.g., the speeds, a vehicle used on the same road before. Moreover,
one can consider general information about the route like the allowed top speeds.
In free flow situations, passenger cars tend to maintain these velocities [3] such
that they make good predictions for average speeds. In addition, trucks can
determine their average speeds based on relevant road data like gradient angles.

A third method to establish the average speed is to extend the connectivity
maps by entries describing the average speeds for different vehicle types. Here,
when producing a sample, a vehicle also appends its current speed to it. From
that, the central server calculates the average speeds, vehicles of a certain type
use in a geographical area, and adds them to the connectivity map data. A
vehicle can then utilize this information to compute its own predicted average
speed for the route to the border of the dead spot.

Finding the right average speed, however, is a general problem to be solved in
all dead spot mitigation strategies discussed in [2, 16, 18]. Thus, when applying
the data dissemination protocol as an add-on to some of these techniques, we
should be able to piggyback their average speed calculation methods as well.

By dividing the distance to the end of the dead spot through the average
speed, we get the time, the vehicle needs until regaining cellular network connec-
tivity. The data dissemination protocol can now be easily amended by changing
the last step shown in Fig. 3. When building up an ad-hoc network, the peers now
carry out the computations discussed above and report the predicted time when
they will leave the dead spot instead of the time it was entered. The vehicles
send their messages to the peer that signalled the earliest time point.

The two examples depicted in Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate that the new version
of the data dissemination protocol is more reliable than the old one. One reason
is that the new method considers the correct route of the vehicle. For instance,
in Fig. 4b, the red motorcycle sends its messages to the blue car that is much
closer to the dead spot boundary than the yellow one and will therefore reach
it earlier. The better average speed prediction attenuates the second problem as
well. As shown in Fig. 5b, the red motorcycle detects that, in spite of the longer
route to the dead spot border, it will leave it earlier than the truck since its
average speed is much higher. Therefore, it keeps the messages by itself.

The use of connectivity maps is also useful to decide when ad-hoc networks
should be formed. They are only sensible when a vehicle is either in a dead spot
or close-by. In the latter case, it can relay messages of cars that are not connected
themselves. Thus, in the new version of the protocol, ad-hoc networks are only
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established when a vehicle is within a certain distance to a dead spot. This is
more precise than the original solution, i.e., triggering the creation of ad-hoc
networks after falling below a certain signal strength [14].

In our approach, we assume that all vehicles participating in an ad-hoc net-
work have an excerpt of the connectivity map covering their current region in
place. Since we suppose that these maps do rarely change dramatically in a short
amount of time, their excerpts do not need to be highly up-to-date. From our
tests, we assume that downloading an excerpt every 15 or 30 minutes and, if the
connectivity is bad, also more infrequently, is sufficient.

6 Conclusion

An extension to our data dissemination protocol was introduced. The amend-
ment incorporates dead spot prediction making the decision which peer in an
ad-hoc network will leave a dead spot first, more precise. This vehicle shall re-
ceive the messages to be forwarded since it will be able to submit them earlier
via the cellular network than its peers. Moreover, we reported about our pro-
totype of a dead spot prediction system and argued that such a system will be
scalable. According to our estimation, the costs to produce connectivity maps
for the road networks of whole countries like Norway seem to be justifiable. Nev-
ertheless, the effort to provide the vehicles with connectivity maps is substantial
such that creating them just to improve our data dissemination protocol would
be unreasonable. Therefore, the amendment presented here should be combined
with other dead spot mitigation strategies like those mentioned in Sect. 2.

Next, we test the prototype with various scenarios to learn more about how
the data dissemination protocol can be further improved. For instance, we con-
duct tests to get better predictions about the volatility of the dead spots. In [15],
we discuss different road trips to a remote area in the vicinity of Trondheim. We
found out that the sensed round trip time at one tour was much worse than at
the other ones. To establish if that was a rare event or is a regular and often ob-
servable effect, we currently measure the cellular network connectivity at fixed
places. These tests shall help us to understand better how many data points
have to be created to keep the connectivity maps up-to-date. In this way, the
predictor can be fine-tuned to keep the data transfer, storage, and aggregation
costs discussed in Sect. 3 as low as possible.
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